GRF is offering a workshop on Peace and Nonviolence with the aim of re-envisioning socially and ecologically viable life. Facilitated by leading scholars and practitioners of Gandhi’s welfare-of-all philosophy, this workshop is designed to help the participants with symbiotic perspective to deal with the challenges confronting human society.

**Course Summary**

- **Course Name**: Gandhian Nonviolence and Peace
- **Date and Duration**: 2020 January 06 - 11; Days : 6
- **Place/Venue**: Gandhi Research Foundation, India
- **Participants**: Graduates and progressive learners; 25 Participants
- **Nature of workshop**: Multi-track and optimized
- **Methodology**: Interactive, participatory, play-way
- **Tools and Techniques**: Exercises, Games, Audio visuals / PPT, Flowcharts, Design thinking, Case presentation
- **Objective**:
  - To understand the concept, context, conditions and constituents of Nonviolence and Peace
  - To analyze creative methods of conflict transformation
  - To design means of self / social transformation
- **Outcome**: knowledge on ‘nonviolence as a way of life’; ability to construct peace in personal and neighbourhood life.

Gandhi Research Foundation
Jalgaon, India.
Course Content

Concept of Nonviolence: Fundamentals, logic and pragmatism
Truth and Nonviolence: Causality; ends and means
Nonviolence in Action: Satyagraha and Constructive Actions
   Concept of Peace: Perspectives and indicators
   Context of Peace: Geo, demographic and material
   Conditions for Peace: Physical, Social, Cognitive, Structural and Ecological conditions
Constituents of Peace: Justice, liberty, equality, identity, opportunity, fraternity, democracy; equitable enlightenment of members
Introduction to Values: Life; inter-relatedness; nonviolent living
Individual and Society: Micro and macro self; concentric-relationship
Introduction to Conflict: Concept, definition, structure, factors, causes
   Creative Conflict: Dialectic, dialogic and constructive
Peace building / action: Mindfulness and knitting neighborhood

Course fee: $250
Facility: Elegant accommodation with vegetarian food
Offers: Post-school visit to world heritage sights (Ajanta and Ellora) *
Admission: Online application form at www.gandhifoundation.net/academics_winterschool
Last date: November 30, 2019
*GRF facilitates the travel while the participants bear the cost

Gandhi Teerth, Jain Hills, Jalgaon, India. The world's single largest memorial and museum dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi